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EWITS Research Reports:
Background and Purpose
This is the first of a series of reports prepared from the Eastern Washington
Intermodal Transportation Study (EWITS). The reports prepared as a part of this
study provide information to help shape the multimodal network necessary for the
efficient movement of both freight and people into the next century.
EWITS is a six-year study funded jointly by the Federal government and the
Washington State Department of Transportation as a part of the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991. Dr. Ken Casavant of Washington State
University is Director of the study. The Gillis Group, a private consulting firm based in
eastern Washington, provides the WSU project team with research and management
assistance. A state-level Steering Committee provides overall direction pertaining to
the design and implementation of the project. The Steering Committee includes Jerry
Lenzi, Chair (WSDOT, District 6); Richard Larson (WSDOT, District 5); Don Senn
(WSDOT, District 2); Charles Howard (WSDOT, Planning Manager) and Jay Weber
(Douglas County Commissioner). Linda Tompkins represents the Washington State
Transportation Commission on the Steering Committee. An Advisory Committee with
representation from a broad range of transportation interest groups also provides
guidance to the study. The following are key goals and objectives for the Eastern
Washington Intermodal Transportation Study:
Facilitate existing regional and state-wide transportation planning efforts.
Forecast future freight and passenger transportation service needs for eastern
Washington.
Identify gaps in eastern Washington's current transportation infrastructure.
Pinpoint transportation system improvement options critical to economic
competitiveness and mobility within eastern Washington.
For additional information about the Eastern Washington Intermodal Transportation
Study or this report, please contact either Ken Casavant or Bill Gillis at the following
address:
Ken Casavant, Project Director
Washington State University
Department of Agricultural Economics
Pullman, WA 99164-6210
(509) 335-1608

Bill Gillis, Project Manager
The Gillis Group
108 N Adams
Ritzville, WA 99169
(509) 659-1712

DISCLAIMER
The contents of this report reflect the views of the authors, who are responsible for the
facts and accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily
reflect the official views or policies of the Washington State Department of
Transportation or the Federal Highway Administration. This report does not constitute
a standard, specification or regulation.
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Key Findings
An assessment of how specific transportation system improvements are likely to
impact location choices made by owners of new manufacturing, retail and service
businesses is provided in this report. The study is based on a statewide telephone
survey of nearly 650 new manufacturing and nonmanufacturing businesses that
began operations in the state of Washington between January 1990 and January
1993. Responses by new business owners concerning the reasons for their location
choice are used to identify specific policies and program guidelines that would better
link transportation system improvements to new business development in eastern
Washington. The following are key findings:
Public highway investments which facilitate the efficient operation of
truck motor freight are the most critical for new manufacturing, retail and
service business development within eastern Washington.
An efficient air freight system is of increasing importance to the
development of manufacturing, retail and service businesses within the
region.
Intermodal connections to marine and inland barge transportation should
be recognized as essential to eastern Washington's export-oriented
manufacturing businesses.
Eastern Washington manufacturing industries are the most likely to cite
access to rail transportation as important to their business location
choice.
Plans for transportation system improvements should take into
consideration the key role of public transportation, telecommunications
and other factors that enable successful economic development at the
local level.

Introduction
An extensive highway, rail, barge and air system serves the transportation needs of
eastern Washington's businesses and industries. Future public investment in this
system will be guided by multiple criteria ranging from improved public safety to
enhanced freight and passenger mobility. Among the most important of these criteria is
the potential of system improvements to encourage economic development within the
region.
This report provides an assessment of how specific transportation system
improvements are likely to impact location choices made by owners of new
manufacturing, retail and service businesses. The analysis is primarily based on a
telephone survey conducted for the Eastern Washington Intermodal Transportation
Study (EWITS) by Washington State University's Social and Economic Sciences
Research Center. Results from the completed interviews were analyzed by The Gillis
Group and Washington State University's Department of Agricultural Economics.
Business owners interviewed for the EWITS New Business Survey were selected at
random from records provided by the Washington State Department of Revenue.
Specifically, business owners were selected from the list of individuals who applied for a
Washington business license between January 1990 and January 1993. Questions
focused on why business people chose their location for a new office or facility.
Particular emphasis was given to the current use of alternative transportation modes
and how the availability of transportation systems impacted their business location
decision.
A brief profile of businesses included in the EWITS New Business Survey is provided in
Section 1 of this report. This profile is important as background for the analysis of how
specific transportation system improvements are likely to impact location choices made
by new business owners. The modes of transportation most widely utilized by new
Washington businesses are the focus of Section 2. Transportation modes considered
include motor freight, package delivery services, air, rail, water and electronic media.
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Specific transportation and non-transportation factors that are important to the choice of
a new business location are discussed in Section 3 and Section 4. Location decisions
of new business owners are usually based on a wide variety of factors ranging from
access to an interstate highway to availability of rail service to personal preferences of
the owner to market proximity. The location factors that are most important in choosing
a site for a new business are expected to vary among different industries and indeed
among different owners.
The final section of this report outlines policies and program guidelines that would better
link transportation system improvements to new business development within eastern
Washington.
The scope of the analysis and recommendations are limited to
transportation needs of manufacturing, retail and service businesses. Future reports
prepared as a part of the Eastern Washington Intermodal Transportation Study will
address the transportation needs of eastern Washington's agricultural industries in
detail.
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Section 1: Profile of Establishments Included
in the Ewits New Business Survey
Statewide Distribution of Firms Interviewed
The geographic location and type of firms included in the EWITS New Business Survey
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1--Geographic Location and Type of Firms Interviewed
Eastern Washington
Western Washington
(Number of firms interviewed)
Manufacturing
Retail/Service Businesses
Total

111
172
283

212
153
365

New businesses locating in eastern Washington were deliberately over-sampled to
enable more detailed analysis for the region of primary interest in the Eastern
Washington Intermodal Transportation Study. Businesses east of the Cascade
Mountains account for less than 15% of the new business licenses issued by the
Washington State Department of Revenue during the first three years of the 1990s.
However, over 40% of the businesses interviewed for the EWITS New Business Survey
are from the eastern half of the state. For the purposes of this study, eastern
Washington businesses are those located in counties on the east side of the Cascade
Mountain Range (see Figure 1 on page 4).
New manufacturing businesses were also deliberately over-sampled to provide a more
in-depth analysis for this important sector. Statewide, manufacturing firms account for
only about 3% of the new business licenses issued each year. To gain an accurate
picture of location decisions made by owners of new manufacturing enterprises, it was
necessary to have a total sample with at least 300 owners of manufacturing businesses.
Manufacturers represent about half of the total firms interviewed.
Throughout this report, research results are generally reported separately and
compared for manufacturing and retail and service businesses. New businesses
locating in eastern Washington are generally analyzed separately from new businesses
locating in western Washington. This provides an opportunity to highlight the
uniqueness of different geographic regions and different economic sectors in the state
of Washington. Research results that focus on a specific industry (such as wood
products or specialty retail) are generally reported for the state as a whole. This
approach enables an accurate comparison of transportation needs for the state's key
industries.
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Figure 1: Geographic Region for the
EWITS New Business Survey
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It is important to emphasize that this study focuses on the transportation needs of newly
established businesses. Most new businesses are start-up operations that are still
under development
(see Table 2).
These businesses are typically small
establishments with annual revenues less than $250,000 (see Table 3).
Table 2--Most New Washington Businesses are Start-up Operations
Manufacturing:
Retail/Service:
East
New business start
68%
Relocation of existing firm
12%
Purchase of existing firm
14%
Branch facility expansion
6%
Total
100%
Source: EWITS New Business Survey

West
67%
20%
8%
5%
100%

East
68%
12%
16%
4%
100%

West
69%
16%
11%
4%
100%

Table 3--Most New Washington Businesses are Relatively Small
Manufacturing:
Retail/Service:
1992 Revenues
East
Less than $250,000
81%
$250,000 to $1,000,000
13%
$1,000,000 to $2,000,000
2%
Greater than $2,000,000
4%
Total
100%
Source: EWITS New Business Survey

West
87%
9%
1%
3%
100%

East
90%
7%
2%
1%
100%

West
86%
10%
2%
2%
100%

Small newly established businesses will not necessarily have the same transportation
requirements as more mature businesses, even within the same general industry. For
example, pulp mills, saw mills and dimension lumber plants represent a significant
component of Washington's wood products sector. Most of the new wood products
businesses are value-added manufacturers such as cabinet makers, specialized
furniture manufacturers and producers of wood toys. The transportation needs of new
firms producing relatively small value-added wood products will be quite different from
those of mills producing bulky lumber and paper products. Consequently, research
results presented in this report provide valuable insights into transportation
infrastructure most important to the development of new business and industry.
However, the results do not necessarily reflect the transportation needs of more mature
industries and businesses in the state.
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Eastern Washington Growth Industries
This study includes a special emphasis on the transportation needs of eastern
Washington growth industries. During the first three years of the 1990s, approximately
320 new manufacturing industries and 9,500 new retail and service businesses located
in eastern Washington. Examining the types of industries and businesses growing most
rapidly provides insights into the type of transportation systems necessary to support
the eastern Washington economy of tomorrow.
Table 4--Eastern Washington Manufacturing Growth Industries
Number of New Eastern WA
Industry
Businesses, 1990--1992
Printing and Publishing
84
Logging and Lumber Products
81
Manufactured Wood Products
58
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing
28
Fabricated Metal Products
17
Transportation Equipment
11
Food Manufacturing
10
Source: WA Department of Revenue Business License Applicants Adjusted for Nonstarts
According to Washington State Department of Revenue figures, an estimated threehundred-twenty manufacturing businesses successfully started a new operation within
eastern Washington between January 1990 and January 1993. Ninety percent of these
new manufacturing enterprises fall into one of the industry categories listed in Table 4
(see previous page).
Printing and publishing is the fastest growing manufacturing industry category in eastern
Washington. Businesses within this industry include newspapers, commercial printers
and bookbinding operations. These businesses are springing up rapidly across the
entire region, both in larger communities such as Spokane, Tri-Cities and Yakima as
well as in smaller communities like Odessa and Republic. Regional growth in printing
and publishing reflects a national and statewide trend generated by a growing demand
for advertising, newsletters, business service publications and other printed materials.
Emerging desk top publishing, print process and telecommunications technologies
make new operations relatively inexpensive to start.
Logging operations as well as manufactured wood products are also growing rapidly
within the region. The vast majority of these new businesses operate in northeastern
and north central Washington. Eastern Washington logging firms have benefited from
old growth forest harvest restrictions in western Washington and Oregon. As Pacific
coast timber supplies become more uncertain, demand for eastern Washington timber
has increased. Also during the early 1990s, the Canadian Free Trade Agreement
opened up new Canadian markets for eastern Washington lumber and wood products.
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A recent decision to restrict timber harvests of federal lands in eastern Washington,
however, may slow or reverse recent growth in the region's logging industry. Future
US/Canadian exchange rates, final developments with the North American Free Trade
Agreement and federal timber harvest rules will likely have a significant impact on the
future growth of eastern Washington wood products industries.
Other rapidly growing manufacturing industries include industrial machinery, fabricated
metals, transportation equipment and food manufacturing. In all four of these industry
categories, new start-ups were primarily small specialty manufacturers. While these
industries represent a relatively small percentage of new manufacturing business startups, they remain important to the economy of the region. For example, food product
manufacturing is a cornerstone of the Columbia Basin, Wenatchee and Yakima Valley
economies. The future growth of these industries will remain important to these areas.
Between 1990 and 1992, an estimated 9,500 retail and service businesses started
within eastern Washington. Two business categories, specialty retail and business
services comprise about one-quarter of the new retail and service business
developments. Specialty retail has replaced mass retail merchandising as the
consumer's choice in the 1990s. Examples of specialty retail range from boutiques and
gift shops to antique malls. These businesses are located throughout eastern
Washington in communities both large and small. Other business growth categories
such as food and drink as well as personal services also appear to benefit from this
same consumer trend. Small unique shops such as espresso stands, micro-breweries,
hair stylists and diaper services are starting operation within eastern Washington.
Table 5--Eastern Washington Retail/Service Growth Industries
Number of New Businesses
Industry
1990--1992
Specialty Retail
1539
Business Services
1235
Automotive and Other Repair Services
1007
Food and Drink Establishments
760
Personal Services
722
Engineering/Management Consulting
513
Health Services
399
Source: WA Department of Revenue Business License Applicants Adjusted for Nonstarts
Business services have been at the leading edge of the economy in both Washington
and the nation throughout the past decade. Eastern Washington has also benefited
from growth in business service demand. Examples of business services that have
recently started within eastern Washington include: temporary help services, janitorial
services, equipment rental and computer support services. Demand for business
services has expanded as businesses seek to cut costs by hiring outside services rather
than maintaining permanent employees and equipment. This same business trend has
led to another growth industry, engineering and management consulting.
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Effective intermodal transportation systems are particularly important to eastern
Washington growth industries that have a strong national and international market
orientation. Nearly all manufacturing industries growing rapidly in eastern Washington
sell a significant share of their total product to customers outside the state of
Washington. For example, nearly three-quarters of new fabricated metals businesses
locating in the state of Washington during the early 1990s sell at least 25% of their total
product to national or international markets (see page 9). Industrial machinery
manufacturing, food manufacturing and printing and publishing are examples of other
industries with a significant share of new companies selling more than 25% of their
product outside the state of Washington. Among retail and service industries, health
care and management/engineering services have the strongest ties to national and
international markets.
Table 6--National/International Market Orientation for Eastern Washington Growth
Industries
Industry share selling at least
one-quarter of total product to
Industry
national/international markets
Manufacturing
Fabricated Metal Products
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing
Food Manufacturing
Printing and Publishing
Logging and Lumber Products
Transportation Equipment
Manufactured Wood Products

71%
57%
54%
54%
40%
40%
22%

Retail/Service
Health Services
Engineering/Management Consulting
Repair Services
Specialty Retail
Business Services
Food and Drink Establishments
Personal Services
Source: EWITS New Business Survey

50%
41%
34%
33%
27%
14%
14%

Successful economic development requires recognizing the segments of the economy
that are driving economic growth and when appropriate, taking actions to support their
continued prosperity. Seeking to meet the transportation needs of new businesses and
industries is one possible action that can facilitate their future prosperity.
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Section 2: Transportation Modes Utilized by
New Businesses And Industries
Motor Freight
Motor freight includes both commercial freight carriers as well as company owned
trucks. The use of motor freight by new Washington businesses and industries is
summarized in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Use of Motor Freight by New Businesses and Industries
Percent Using Motor Freight to:
Deliver Product

Receive Supplies
92%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

74%

Eastern WA

76%

Manufacturing

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Western WA

32%
24%

Retail/Service

87%

Manufacturing

Eastern WA
Western WA

39%

37%

Retail/Service

New manufacturing businesses located throughout the state are heavily dependent
upon motor freight for product delivery as well as for the transport of needed supplies.
Approximately 75% of Washington's new manufacturing businesses use motor freight to
deliver products and about 90% use motor freight to receive supplies.
Newly established retail and service businesses are considerably less reliant on motor
freight than are manufacturing firms. Many retail and service businesses sell directly to
walk-in customers or deal in products that can easily be shipped by mail (package
delivery services are discussed on page 12). Often these businesses obtain inventory
and supplies either through the mail or by using personal cars and light trucks. Overall
about one-third of retail and service businesses report that they use motor freight to
either deliver product or receive supplies.
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Table 7--Use of Motor Freight by Eastern WA Growth Industries
Percent using motor freight to:
Industry
deliver product
receive supplies
Manufacturing
Transportation Equipment
Food Manufacturing
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing
Fabricated Metal Products
Logging and Lumber Products
Manufactured Wood Products
Printing and Publishing

100%
100%
84%
83%
83%
76%
50%

100%
100%
100%
100%
98%
100%
58%

31%
24%
32%
0%
20%
16%
0%

39%
38%
21%
50%
33%
22%
14%

Retail and Services
Repair Services
Specialty Retail
Business Services
Food and Drink Establishments
Personal Services
Engineering/Management Consulting
Health Services

Use of motor freight by eastern Washington growth industries is compared in Table 7.
Nearly all manufacturing growth industries rely heavily on motor freight to transport
products and receive supplies. Printing and publishing is the only manufacturing growth
industry category with less than 75% of the firms utilizing motor freight. Included in
printing and publishing are smaller retail-oriented printers that focus on walk-in clientele.
The remaining manufacturing growth industries tend to handle relatively bulky raw
materials and products that often are suitable for shipment by motor freight. Consistent
with statewide trends already discussed, most retail and service growth industries do
not rely heavily on motor freight to transport product or receive supplies.
Package Delivery Services
Package delivery services are among the most widely utilized modes of transportation
for newly established Washington businesses and industries. These services include
US Mail as well as a growing number of private carriers such as UPS or Federal
Express. Typically package delivery services rely heavily on efficient truck to air
intermodal transportation connections. While package delivery services are available to
all communities, the number of carrier options and the frequency of pick-up and delivery
varies from place to place.
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Figure 3: Use of Package Delivery Services by New Businesses and Industries
Percent Using Package Delivery Services to:
Deliver Product
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Eastern WA
71%
59%

Manufacturing

Western WA

Receive Supplies
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

81%

64%

Retail/Service

Eastern WA
74%

76%

Manufacturing

Western WA
74%

79%

Retail/Service

New manufacturing as well as nonmanufacturing businesses located in western
Washington are more likely than those in eastern Washington to utilize package delivery
services to deliver product (see Figure 3). However, approximately three-quarters of
new businesses and industries use package delivery services to receive supplies
regardless of their geographic location within the state.
Table 8--Use of Package Delivery Services by Eastern WA Growth Industries
Percent using package services to:
Industry
deliver product
receive supplies
Manufacturing
Transportation Equipment
Printing and Publishing
Food Manufacturing
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing
Manufactured Wood Products
Logging and Lumber Products
Fabricated Metal Products

83%
83%
82%
68%
52%
35%
33%

92%
83%
91%
91%
80%
51%
67%

88%
76%
74%
60%
50%
50%
50%

78%
89%
80%
91%
100%
81%
65%

Retail/Service
Engineering/Management Consulting
Specialty Retail
Business Services
Personal Services
Health Services
Repair Services
Food and Drink Establishments
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Both eastern Washington manufacturing and nonmanufacturing growth industries utilize
package delivery services extensively to transport their product and receive supplies
(see Table 8). Specialized food manufacturers, for example, utilize package delivery
services for direct marketing to final household consumers. Transportation equipment
and industrial machinery manufacturers use package delivery services to ship parts
overnight to customers and receive smaller components for assembly. Specialty retail
stores rely on package delivery services to ship products purchased by customers living
in distant locations. Industries with relatively bulky commodities such as wood products
or fabricated metals are the least likely to utilize package delivery services. However,
even these industries utilize package delivery services when appropriate.
Air Freight
Air service is less widely utilized by new businesses than the highway network.
However, it is a crucial component of the transportation network. Many businesses do
not recognize their dependence on air service because of the efficient seamless
intermodal network provided by package delivery services.
New Washington businesses surveyed were asked whether or not they use a
"combination of truck and air service" to deliver product or receive supplies. Industries
with the strongest direct connection to air service appear in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Use of Air Freight by New Businesses and Industries
Percent using air freight to:
Deliver Product
50%
40%

Receive Supplies
50%

Eastern WA

Eastern WA

Western WA

37%

40%

Western WA

30%

28%

31%
30%

27%

34%
29%

22%
20%

20%

15%

10%

10%

0%

0%

Manufacturing

Retail/Service

Manufacturing

Retail/Service

New manufacturing businesses tend to utilize air freight more frequently for receiving
supplies than for delivering product.
This reflects the bulky nature of many
manufactured products. Products produced by retail and service businesses are often
more appropriate for air shipment. In fact, new retail and service businesses are about
twice as likely as new manufacturing enterprises to use air freight to deliver their
product.
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Air freight is essential to businesses that require machine parts, information products
and other supplies in a short time-frame. Approximately 30% of new businesses in
retail and service industries as well as in manufacturing use air freight to receive
supplies. Overall, new business owners in western Washington are slightly more likely
to utilize air freight compared to their eastern Washington counterparts.
Several manufacturing growth industries including food manufacturing, industrial
machinery and transportation equipment are particularly heavy users of air freight (see
Table 9). Eastern Washington manufacturing growth industries with the greatest
orientation to national and international markets (identified on page 9) rely most heavily
on air transportation to ship products. Air transportation provides the key shipping link
for products/services that must reach a long-distance destination within a short time.
Table 9--Use of Air Freight by Eastern WA Growth Industries
Percent using air freight to:
Industry
deliver product
receive supplies
Manufacturing
Food Manufacturing
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing
Transportation Equipment
Logging and Lumber Products
Printing and Publishing
Fabricated Metal Products
Manufactured Wood Products

37%
36%
34%
20%
18%
16%
5%

28%
41%
42%
23%
23%
33%
22%

48%
40%
33%
31%
30%
13%
0%

38%
19%
11%
27%
34%
34%
29%

Retail/Service
Engineering/Management Consulting
Personal Services
Food and Drink Establishments
Business Services
Specialty Retail
Repair Services
Health Services

Air transportation links are also particularly important for several eastern Washington
retail and service growth industries such as consulting and personal services. In
general these industries are shipping information products and small merchandise that
must reach their destination in a short time frame. For food and drink places and
specialty retail stores, the connection to broader markets comes through an expanding
tourism trade and increased use of direct mail selling. Repair services do not depend
heavily on air transportation for delivering their product. However, air service can be
critical to receiving necessary components and parts in a timely manner.
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Rail Freight
Rail is an important link within the Washington transportation system. The trend
towards abandonment of low volume rail lines is a major concern stated by many
economic development leaders, farm commodity associations, business people and
others. Rail is perceived to be a particularly critical mode for the transport of eastern
Washington agricultural commodities. Previous studies document that rail is also very
important to key eastern Washington industries such as wood products and agricultural
chemicals. However, rail is less widely utilized than highway or air modes of transport
for manufacturing industries established within the last three years. The use of rail
service by recently established manufacturing industries is summarized in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Use of Rail by New Manufacturing Businesses
Percent using rail freight to:
Deliver Product
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Receive Supplies
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Eastern WA
Western WA
7%
4%

Eastern WA
Western WA
9%
4%

New manufacturing businesses in eastern Washington are about twice as likely as
those in western Washington to use rail to transport. Among new eastern Washington
manufacturing industries, 7% use rail to deliver product and 9% use rail to receive
supplies. This compares with only 4% of new western Washington manufacturing
companies that report using rail for either the delivery of product or receipt of supplies.
Table 10--Use of Rail Transport by Eastern WA Growth Industries
Industry

Percent using package services to:
deliver product
receive supplies

Manufacturing
Fabricated Metal Products
Transportation Equipment
Logging and Lumber Products
Food Manufacturing
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing
Printing and Publishing
Manufactured Wood Products

17%
16%
11%
9%
6%
1%
0%

14

0%
14%
11%
9%
6%
1%
4%

There are several key eastern Washington growth industries that rely significantly on
the rail system. Most notably, fabricated metals, transportation equipment and logging
and lumber industries each deliver more than 10% of their product by rail (see Table
10). Among industries that do utilize rail, most businesses report using a combination of
truck and rail. This suggests that convenient intermodal connections may be an
acceptable alternative to on-site rail sidings for many manufacturing firms.
Marine and Inland Barge Transportation
Water transportation is critical to agriculture and other established Washington
industries.
Water transportation is even more important with the increase in
international exports and expanding use of container technologies that provide cost
effective intermodal transport to the Pacific Rim and Europe.
The use of water transport by new Washington businesses and industries is
summarized in Figure 6 (page 18). Water transport is more widely utilized by new
Washington manufacturing industries to transport product than it is to receive supplies.
Western Washington manufacturing businesses are about twice as likely to use water
transport compared to eastern Washington manufacturing businesses. This reflects a
heavier concentration in western Washington of industries that demand easy
accessibility of ocean marine ports.
Figure 6: Use of Water Transport by New Manufacturing Businesses
Percent using water transport to:
Deliver Product
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Receive Supplies
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Eastern WA
Western WA
11%
6%

15

Eastern WA
Western WA

4%
1%

Table 11--Use of Water Transport by Eastern WA Growth Industries
Percent using water transport to:
Industry
deliver product
receive supplies
Manufacturing
Food Manufacturing
Transportation Equipment
Logging and Lumber Products
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing
Printing and Publishing
Manufactured Wood Products
Fabricated Metal Products

45%
25%
17%
10%
1%
0%
0%

9%
17%
2%
3%
0%
8%
0%

Water transportation is particularly important for eastern Washington's expanding food
manufacturing industry (Table 11). Forty-five percent of new food manufacturers use
water to transport their product. This includes both shipments through eastern
Washington's inland river ports as well as container transports through coastal marine
ports. More than 10% of new businesses in transportation equipment, logging and
lumber products and industrial machine manufacturing businesses also ship product
using water transportation.
Each of these industries are among Washington's
international export leaders.
Electronic Media
Electronic media includes fax transmissions and computer modem linkages used to
transport information products between two locations. Electronic media is not typically
thought of as a component of the transportation system. However, for many newly
established businesses, electronic media is an alternative to traditional transportation
modes. For example, a technical drawing prepared by a Washington engineering firm
could be shipped to a client in Denver, Colorado either by overnight package delivery or
even more quickly by electronic transfer with a computer and modem. In many cases
electronic media is used in combination with traditional transportation modes to improve
customer responsiveness. For example, an industrial machine manufacturer may use
electronic media to track customer inventory needs to ensure "just-in-time" shipment of
parts required by the client.
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Figure 7: Use of Electronic Media by New Businesses and Industries
Percent using electronic media to:
Deliver Product
60%

Eastern WA

40%

57%

Western WA

50%

Receive Supplies

43%

60%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%
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0%

Manufacturing

Western WA

50%

42%

37%

Eastern WA

Retail/Service

50%

41%
33%

Manufacturing

32%

Retail/Service

Overall, new retail and service businesses tend to use electronic media more frequently
than do new manufacturing businesses in the state of Washington. However, over onethird of new manufacturing companies report using electronic media to ship products or
receive supplies. Fax and computer modem technologies appear to be more widely
utilized in western Washington than in eastern Washington. For example, 57% of new
western Washington retail and service businesses use electronic media to deliver
products compared to 42% of their counterparts in eastern Washington.
Table 12--Use of Electronic Media by Eastern WA Growth Industries
Percent using electronic media to:
deliver product
receive supplies

Industry
Manufacturing
Printing and Publishing
Food Manufacturing
Transportation Equipment
Fabricated Metal Products
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing
Logging and Lumber Products
Manufactured Wood Products

61%
46%
42%
33%
32%
22%
16%

51%
27%
58%
33%
34%
27%
19%

92%
68%
40%
44%
27%
0%
0%

69%
52%
19%
24%
21%
57%
11%

Retail/Service
Engineering/Management Consulting
Business Services
Personal Services
Repair Services
Specialty Retail
Health Services
Food and Drink Establishments
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Electronic media is widely utilized by several of eastern Washington's key growth
industries (Table 12). For example, well over one-third of the new businesses in
printing and publishing, food manufacturing, and transportation equipment
manufacturing use electronic media to deliver product. In the case of printing and
publishing, electronic media is an alternative to package delivery services for the
delivery of printed materials. For food manufacturing and transportation equipment
companies, electronic media is generally used in combination with truck, air or rail
transport modes to ensure the product reaches customers at the time needed. Many
manufacturing firms also produce information products such as engineering designs,
technical reports and business data. These are the products typically shipped by
electronic means.
Washington's growing business information sector is one of the heaviest users of
electronic media. For example, 92% of new management/engineering consulting firms
and 68% of new business service firms use electronic media to deliver their product.
New businesses in other service industries such as repair and personal services also
report significant use of electronic media to transport products and receive supplies.
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Section 3: Transportation Factors Most Important to
Business and Industry Site Location Decisions
A business owner's decision to locate in a specific community depends on many factors.
Business owners interviewed for the EWITS New Business Survey evaluated the
importance of specific transportation factors to their final choice of location for a new
business. This section summarizes the transportation factors identified as most
important by new Washington business owners.
Access to Highway Transportation
Results from the EWITS New Business Survey indicate that the vast majority of new
Washington businesses rely to some extent on trucks to deliver products and/or deliver
supplies. Trucks are used for direct point-to-point shipments. Trucks are also an
integral part of a broader intermodal system including package delivery services, air
freight and rail freight as well as the inland waterway and marine transport system.
Interstate highways reduce travel time for deliveries. Communities along interstates
typically benefit from more frequent pick-up and delivery on standard motor freight
service routes. Consequently new business owners were asked to evaluate the
"importance" of location near an interstate highway to their choice of business site.
Business owners were also asked to evaluate the "importance" of location on a "high
traffic" route. For some businesses location on a high traffic route is important for
customer visibility. In many cases, high traffic routes also provide an advantage of
more frequent pick-up and delivery by package delivery services and other motor freight
carriers.
Approximately one-half of the new businesses locating in the state of Washington
during the early 1990s view close proximity to an interstate highway as important to
their choice of location (Figure 8). New eastern Washington manufacturing business
owners were the least likely to cite location near an interstate highway as important.
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Figure 8: Highway Transportation Factors
Important to New Businesses and Industries
Percent rating factor as "important" to location choice:
Interstate Highway Location
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A majority of retail and service firms located in both eastern Washington and western
Washington view close proximity to a high traffic route as important to their site location
choice. A significant share of new Washington manufacturing owners also cited
location on a high traffic route as an advantage. These businesses benefit from both
customer visibility and perhaps also from location on a route frequently traveled by
package delivery services and motor carriers. Owners of new eastern Washington
manufacturing businesses were the least likely to cite proximity to a high traffic route as
important to their choice of a business location.
Eastern Washington growth industries that perceive interstate access as most important
are identified in Table 13 (see page 23). Interstate access appears to be particularly
important for manufacturing growth industries that emphasize national markets (see
Table 6 on page 9). Interstate highways provide convenient access to national and
international distribution channels required by these industries. A surprisingly large
percentage of eastern Washington growth industries also cite location in close proximity
to a high traffic route as important. This may reflect a perception that high traffic routes
offer more frequent pick-up and delivery by standard motor freight carriers. Also high
traffic routes provide visibility and convenient access for customers and suppliers.
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Table 13--Highway Transportation Factors Important to New Businesses and
Industries
Location Near
Location on
Interstate Highway
"High Traffic" Route
(Percent rating factor as "important")

Manufacturing
Food Manufacturing
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing.
Fabricated Metal Products
Manufactured Wood Products
Printing and Publishing
Logging and Lumber Products
Transportation Equipment

91%
69%
57%
55%
51%
48%
40%

55%
49%
57%
23%
46%
41%
33%

68%
65%
63%
53%
50%
42%
37%

86%
63%
35%
57%
66%
36%
50%

Retail/Service
Food and Drink Establishments
Specialty Retail
Engineering/Management Consulting
Personal Services
Repair Services
Business Services
Health Services

Many retail and service growth industries also prefer locations in close proximity to an
interstate as well as on a high traffic route. Food and drink establishments and
specialty retail, for example, benefit from high customer visibility along interstates and
heavily traveled highways.
For management/engineering consulting businesses,
interstates provide convenient access for both customers and employees.
Access to Air Transportation
A significant number of new Washington businesses also utilize air transportation as a
part of their day-to-day business operations. As noted in the last section (page 15) air
service is particularly important to industries that rely heavily on national and
international business connections. Air freight provides timely delivery of products and
supplies. Passenger air provides critical access for visiting customers as well as the
company's sales and technical staff. The relative importance of convenient air freight
and passenger service to business location decisions is summarized in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Air Transportation Factors Important to New Businesses and Industries
Percent rating factor as "important" to location choice:
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New businesses located in both eastern and western Washington provided a similar
evaluation of the importance of convenient air freight service. Twenty-three percent of
new Washington manufacturing business owners and about one-fifth of new
Washington retail/service business owners indicated that convenient air freight was
important to their choice of location. New business and industry owners in western
Washington tend to cite convenient access to air passenger service as important more
frequently than do their eastern Washington counterparts.
For most eastern
Washington communities, air passenger service is both limited in availability and often
more expensive than for businesses located in the western half of the state.
Many eastern Washington growth industries are among those that most frequently cite
convenient air transportation access as important. Well over one-third of the new
businesses in industrial machine manufacturing, food manufacturing and printing and
publishing cite convenient access to air freight as important to their location choice.
Approximately one-quarter of the businesses in these same three manufacturing
industries also note convenient access to air passenger transportation as important to
their choice of location.
Among eastern Washington nonmanufacturing growth
industries, engineering/management consulting, business services and specialty retail
most frequently cited convenient air transportation access as important. Each of these
industries are examples of industries that tend to maintain strong national business
connections.
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Table 14--Air Transportation Factors Important to Location Choices by Eastern
Washington Growth Industries
Convenient Air
Convenient Air
Freight Service
Passenger Service
(Percent rating factor as "important")

Manufacturing
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing
Food Manufacturing
Printing and Publishing
Manufactured Wood Products
Transportation Equipment
Logging and Lumber Products
Fabricated Metal Products

49%
45%
35%
18%
14%
13%
0%

25%
27%
19%
0%
13%
9%
14%

32%
29%
26%
19%
19%
0%
0%

41%
11%
9%
5%
6%
7%
0%

Retail/Service
Engineering/Management Consulting
Business Services
Specialty Retail
Personal Services
Repair Services
Food and Drink Establishments
Health Services
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Rail and Water Transport
Rail and water are also essential components of Washington's intermodal transportation
system. While these modes are less widely utilized than highway and air, they are
perceived as essential by certain key industries. The importance of rail and water
transport to location choices made by new business and industry is summarized in
Figure 10.
Figure 10: Rail and Water Transportation Factors
Important to New Businesses and Industries
Percent rating factor as "important" to location choice:
Convenient Rail Access
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In general, the same manufacturing business owners that use rail and water facilities to
deliver product or receive supplies also rated convenient access to these facilities as
important to their business location decision. An exception are eastern Washington
manufacturing business owners using water transportation. About 6% of eastern
Washington manufacturers utilize water transportation (Figure 6 on page 18), but only
2% identified convenient access to water as important to their location choice. This
reflects the fact that many eastern Washington manufacturers ship products by truck or
rail to west coast marine ports.
A significant number of new retail and service business owners also cited location near
water transportation as important. In general retail and service businesses are not
direct users of water transportation. However, some provide support services such as
warehousing, travel arrangements, cargo handling, marine petroleum products,
engineering services or advertising that cater to the needs of water carriers. For other
service businesses, location near water transport represents an aesthetic environment
that is important to their business. An example is a food and drink establishment
located along the water front. Overall, new retail and service businesses located in
western Washington were the most likely to identify water transportation as important to
their choice of location.
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Table 15--Importance to Rail and Water Transport to Location Choices of Eastern
Washington Growth Industries
Convenient
Convenient
Rail Access
Water Access
(Percent rating factor as "important")

Manufacturing
Fabricated Metal Products
Transportation Equipment
Logging and Lumber Products
Food Manufacturing
Manufactured Wood Products
Printing and Publishing
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing.

14%
13%
13%
9%
4%
3%
3%

0%
27%
12%
36%
4%
6%
3%

9%
7%
6%
4%
0%
0%
0%

3%
11%
6%
14%
10%
9%
0%

Retail/Service
Repair Services
Specialty Retail
Engineering/Management Consulting
Food and Drink Establishments
Personal Services
Business Services
Health Services

The importance of rail and water transportation to location decisions made by eastern
Washington growth industries is summarized in Table 15. While overall, rail and water
transportation are not rated as important as highway and air transport modes, rail and
water are very important to several key eastern Washington growth industries. For
example, only 2% of eastern Washington's new manufacturing business owners
identified water transportation as important to their choice of location. However, 36% of
food manufacturing business owners and 27% of transportation equipment business
owners cited convenient access to water transportation as important. More than 10% of
the new businesses in fabricated metal products, transportation equipment as well as
logging and lumber products cited convenient rail access as important to their choice of
location. In general, manufacturing growth industries place more importance on both
rail and water transport than do retail and service growth industries.
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Public Transportation for Employees
Transportation is not only important for the movement of customers, products and
supplies. Transportation systems also provide the means for employees to reach the
workplace.
Overall, about one-quarter of the new businesses starting within
Washington during the early 1990s report public transportation for employees to be an
important factor in their choice of business location. The importance attached to public
transportation by different economic sectors and regions of the state are summarized in
Figure 11.
Figure 11: Percent of New Businesses and Industries
Identifying Public Transportation as Important
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Nearly one-quarter of new manufacturing businesses locating in both eastern and
western Washington cite the availability of public transportation for employees as an
important consideration in their choice of location. Among new retail and service
businesses, those locating in western Washington referenced the importance of public
transportation most frequently.
The eastern Washington growth industries attributing the greatest importance to public
transportation are identified in Table 16 (see page 29). Over one-half the new food
manufacturing business owners and 28% of new printing and publishing business
owners indicated that the availability of public transportation was an important
consideration in their site location decision. Among new retail and service growth
industries, food and drink establishments, personal services and
engineering/management consulting indicated most frequently that public transportation
for employees was an important consideration. In general, industries that are the most
labor intensive tend to place the highest value on public transportation. For these
businesses, public transportation is critical to labor recruitment and mobility.
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Table 16--Importance of Public Transportation to Location Choices by New
Businesses and Industries
Percent citing public
transportation as important
to location decision
Manufacturing
Food Manufacturing
Printing and Publishing
Industrial Machinery Manufacturing.
Logging and Lumber Products
Manufactured Wood Products
Fabricated Metal Products
Transportation Equipment

54%
28%
20%
19%
18%
14%
0%

Retail/Service
Food and Drink Establishments
Personal Services
Engineering/Management Consulting
Health Services
Specialty Retail
Business Services
Repair Services

36%
29%
28%
25%
20%
20%
6%
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Section 4: Non-Transportation Needs of
New Business and Industry
Transportation improvements are only one factor necessary for successful development
of new business and industry. By themselves, better highways, more efficient
intermodal connections and other transportation improvements are not likely to lead to
the development of new business and industry. This section discusses other critical
elements of the business development equation that enhance the potential economic
impact of transportation system improvements.
A list of factors other than transportation identified in the EWITS New Business Survey
as "important" to new business and industry appear on page 31. Location preferences
are compared for retail/service businesses and manufacturing businesses on both sides
of the Cascade Mountains. The ranking of specific location factors that are important is
remarkably similar for manufacturing and nonmanufacturing businesses as well as for
businesses located in different regions of the state.
Desirability of the Community as a Place to Live and Work
A dominant factor in any business location decision is the preference of the owner for a
particular community and the lifestyle that it offers. The personal preference of the
owner was cited by 87% of the businesses surveyed as an important reason for the
business' location choice. This preference often involves a subjective assessment of
the quality of life offered by a particular community. About ninety percent of the new
business people surveyed suggest that their perception of the community as "a good
place to live" was important to their business location choice. What makes a community
a good place to live obviously varies according to individual preference. Several factors
rated as "important" to new business location are low cost of living, affordable
residential housing, quality public schools and access to higher education.
While very important, the desirability of a community as a place to live can only go so
far in determining where a new business will locate. In the end, economics will
determine whether or not a business can be successful in their chosen location. Key
elements of that economic choice are (1) proximity to markets and suppliers, (2)
availability of local business support services and (3) the availability of appropriate
labor, real estate, utilities and financing.
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Table 17--Factors Other than Transportation Important to New Business and
Industry
Percent citing local factor as
"important" to location choice
Local Site Advantage

Statewide
Average

Community is a good place to live
Personal preference of owner
Local attitudes support business
Previous business relationships
Low cost of living
Affordable residential housing
Proximity to markets for products
Availability of key business services
Availability of telecommunications
Proximity to suppliers
Quality of public schools
Access to higher education
Low local business taxes
Low state taxes
Availability of low cost public utilities
Availability of skilled labor
Low cost commercial real estate
Quality of local government services
Available local financing
Availability of low cost labor
Quantity of government services

90%
87%
84%
80%
79%
72%
72%
66%
64%
61%
59%
56%
56%
56%
54%
50%
46%
36%
36%
29%
24%

Manufacturing
East
West

Retail/Service
East
West

90%
87%
86%
79%
81%
78%
76%
64%
56%
63%
64%
61%
55%
58%
57%
57%
54%
36%
36%
34%
25%

93%
87%
89%
83%
85%
73%
63%
69%
65%
48%
64%
56%
60%
59%
52%
40%
47%
37%
37%
29%
27%

89%
87%
81%
78%
76%
67%
75%
69%
70%
73%
55%
54%
57%
54%
52%
57%
44%
37%
32%
30%
21%

90%
88%
84%
79%
74%
70%
74%
58%
64%
54%
58%
58%
55%
51%
48%
48%
43%
35%
31%
23%
31%

Proximity to Markets and Suppliers
Transportation provides the opportunity to ship products to market and to receive
necessary supplies. However, the actual cost of reaching the customer or obtaining
supplies depends upon how far products and supplies must be transported. Seventytwo percent of Washington's new businesses report proximity to markets to be an
important consideration in their business location choice. Sixty-one percent stressed
the importance of proximity to suppliers. Eastern Washington businesses and
industries appear to place slightly less importance on location near markets and
suppliers than do businesses locating in western Washington. By locating near major
markets and suppliers, new business people are able to reduce their bottom line costs
of business start-up and operation.
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Availability of Local Business Support Services
Business support services include telecommunications, printing services, accounting,
legal help, janitorial services, temporary help agencies and others. These services are
becoming increasingly essential for competitive business operation. The availability of
local business support services was mentioned as important by two-thirds of the
businesses surveyed. Sixty-four percent of Washington's new business owners
recognized adequate telecommunications as important to their business location choice.
Fax, modem and voice telecommunications systems are essential to the day-to-day
operation of most modern businesses. An increasing number of businesses use videoconferencing as an alternative to in-person meetings with clients and colleagues in
branch offices.
Availability of Appropriate Labor, Real Estate, Utilities and Financing
Labor, real estate, utilities and financing are the primary components of the profit and
loss statement that determine the tenure of a new business. However, among new
Washington business people surveyed, these factors were generally perceived as less
important than most other considerations in their chosen community. The availability of
low cost public utilities was viewed as important in their location decision by 54% of
Washington's businesses. The remaining factors (availability of appropriate labor, real
estate and local financing) were viewed as important by less than 50% of the
businesses. While less important in business location decisions than some other
factors, the availability of appropriate labor, real estate, utilities and financing are
essential to the long-term success of new business and industry. They must be in place
before new transportation system improvements can be expected to have a significant
impact on local business development.
Supportive Local and State Government
Among factors other than transportation considered, the quality and quantity of local
government services were among issues perceived as the least important by
businesses choosing a new location. This may partly reflect the near universal
availability of adequate fire, police, garbage and other typical local government services.
These services are not unique to any one community. However, new business people
surveyed did have much to say about the importance of supportive state and local
government. Many of the businesses surveyed commented that taxes on small
business are a burden. Indeed, 56% of the businesses indicated that low state and
local taxes are an important consideration in their business location decision. Over half
of the new Washington businesses surveyed responded to an open ended question
asking what government could have done to make their chosen community a more
attractive business location. The most frequent suggestion was to "reduce regulations
and lower taxes". These appear to be the issues on the top of the list for the 84% of
Washington new businesses who indicated that "local attitudes are supportive of
business" was important to their location choice.
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Section 5: Implications for Eastern Washington
Transportation Policies and Programs
The analysis presented in this report points to the important role of the transportation
system in supporting the development of new business and industry. The final section
of this report provides focus on policies and program guidelines that would better link
future transportation system improvements to new business development needs within
eastern Washington.
The scope of these recommendations is limited to the
transportation needs of newly established manufacturing, retail and service businesses.
1. Public highway investments which facilitate the efficient operation of truck
motor freight are the most critical for new manufacturing, retail and service
business development within eastern Washington.
Truck motor freight is the dominant mode of transportation used by new eastern
Washington manufacturing firms. More than three-quarters of Washington's new
manufacturing businesses rely on motor freight to deliver products and/or receive
supplies. Package delivery services are widely used by both new manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing businesses. Even industries that are significant users of other
modes including air, water and rail rely on an efficient motor freight network. Typically
trucks are used to transport products to and from intermodal transfer facilities (ports, rail
reloading facilities, etc.).
Because of its central importance, public highway investments which facilitate the
efficient operation of truck motor freight will likely have the greatest impact on the
development of new business and industry. Examples of investments important to truck
movement include: adding or widening lanes on two lane segments of heavily-traveled
motor freight corridors; providing trucks with the opportunity for efficient bypass of
congested urban segments; constructing local access roads as needed to provide
convenient truck access to ports, rail reloading facilities, airports, industrial parks,
shopping centers and other truck destinations; and emphasizing the maintenance and
general improvements of heavily-traveled truck routes and haul roads.
Careful coordination between public highway investment decisions and local land use
planning is essential for success in facilitating the efficient operation of truck motor
freight needed by new business and industry. For example, the development of new
industrial sites or storage facilities should be encouraged on better designed roads or in
areas where convenient truck access can be provided. This means that transportation
system planning should be an element of local growth management and comprehensive
plans. Likewise, established local and regional land use goals should be an important
consideration by MPOs/RTPOs, city governments, county governments and WSDOT
when planning new highway transportation improvements.
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2. An efficient air freight system is of increasing importance to the development
of manufacturing, retail and service businesses within the region.
Air freight is important to the development of nearly all of eastern Washington's
manufacturing, retail and service growth industries. This is particularly true for
industries such as food manufacturing, industrial machinery and transportation
equipment, engineering/management consulting and specialty retail where timely
delivery of products and receipt of supplies is essential to their business' success. This
includes both direct air shipments and use of package delivery services.
Maintaining and improving eastern Washington's air freight system will be critical to the
region's success in developing new business and industry. This may include capacity
expansions and other facility improvements at regional airports. Maintaining efficient
truck to air intermodal connections is equally important. The development of a Foreign
Trade Zone in the vicinity of the Yakima Air Terminal and a similar proposal in Moses
Lake represent another option to better fulfill the air freight transportation needs of new
eastern Washington businesses and industries.
3. Intermodal connections to marine and inland barge transportation should be
recognized as essential to eastern Washington's export-oriented
manufacturing businesses.
Export-oriented manufacturing industries are particularly dependent on the marine and
inland barge transportation system. Food manufacturing, transportation equipment, as
well as lumber and wood products are the most dependent on water transportation.
Truck-to-port transportation systems are particularly important to these industries.
Examples of possible transportation system improvements that can facilitate the
transportation needs of international export-oriented manufacturing businesses include:
continued improvement of container handling facilities at eastern Washington river
ports; maintaining or improving access roads to eastern Washington ports; and
continued improvement of eastern Washington's interstate highway and rail connections
to Pacific coast marine ports. Continued on-site development of export-oriented
industries at eastern Washington's public port facilities is another important option to
efficiently meet the water transportation needs of these industries.
4. Eastern Washington manufacturing industries are the most likely to cite
access to rail transportation as important to their business location choice.
New manufacturing industries in eastern Washington are about twice as likely as those
in western Washington to use rail transport. There are several key eastern Washington
growth industries that rely significantly on the rail system. Most notably, newly
established businesses in fabricated metals, transportation equipment and logging and
lumber industries each deliver more than 10% of their product by rail.
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This study focused on the transportation needs of industries locating in the state of
Washington during the during the first three years of the 1990s. It is recognized that
rail transportation may be even more important for established eastern Washington
businesses in agriculture, lumber products and other industries with bulky commodities.
While businesses and industries established in the state of Washington during the early
1990s tend to use rail less than highway transportation, rail continues to remain
important to eastern Washington's future economy.
Consequently, continued
maintenance and enhancement of rail transportation is a necessary component of an
effective intermodal transportation system for eastern Washington.
5. Plans for transportation system improvements should take into consideration
the key role of public transportation, telecommunications and other factors
that enable successful economic development at the local level.
Transportation improvements such as constructing a four lane highway segment,
diverting truck traffic around a congested urban location, restoring abandoned rail
service or upgrading local port facilities are often touted by local leaders as keys to
successful economic development. Transportation improvements such as these may
indeed open up new opportunities for economic development. However, highway, air,
water, and rail transportation access is just one factor considered by firms in choosing a
new business location. For example, one-quarter of Washington's new businesses
consider public transportation for their employees as important to their business location
choice. Two-thirds of the new businesses suggest "adequate local telecommunications
facilities" is important to their business location choice. Consequently, for some
businesses the advantages of improved transportation systems may not off-set the
disadvantages of a business location in a community without public transportation or
those lacking state-of-the-art telecommunications facilities.
A community offering a quality living environment was recognized almost universally as
an important consideration by new businesses choosing a location. Approximately 90%
of the manufacturing and nonmanufacturing business owners interviewed suggested
that their perception of the "community as a good place to live" is important to choosing
a site for a new business. Other community factors such as availability of affordable
housing and quality public schools were also frequently mentioned by new business
owners.
Advanced planning studies for proposed transportation improvements should take into
consideration the important nontransportation factors that will influence the economic
and land use consequences of a major system change. To maximize the potential
economic benefits of a transportation system improvement, MPOs/RTPOs, local
governments, and WSDOT should work closely with public transportation interests,
telecommunications providers and others to ensure nontransportation factors are
available to support new business development.
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